larly the Greeks who have a genius for penetrating to the 209
most remote and outlandish places* What Durrell could
not comprehend, never having been to America, is that
the uncouth language and manners of these too friendly
Greeks are thoroughly familiar, natural and acceptable
to the American, having been acquired solely through
contact with the native American. The Greek is not natu-
rally thus; he is, according to my experience, soft-spoken,
gentle and considerate. I saw in these Spartans the traces
of the very things which I deplore in my own country-
men; I felt like congratulating them, individually and
collectively, upon their good sense in returning to their
native land.	' •
Having some time to kill before dinner we took a spin
out to Mystras, the Byzantine village whose ruins are the
chief attraction for visitors to Spart^. The boulder-stud-
ded bed of the Eurotas had not yet become the swirling
cataract which it would be on the morrow. It was now a
ratheV swift, icy 'stream darting like a black snake through
its shallow, gleaming bed. For some reason or other we
did not enter the ruins, but sat in the car looking out over
the broad plain. On the way back we passed a friend of
DurrelPs—without stopping. The greeting impressed me
as most nonchalant and casual. "What's the matter," I
inquired, "are you on the outs with him?" Durrell seemed
surprised by my remark. No, he wasn't on the outs with
the fellow—what made me think so? "Well, isn't it a
bit unusual to runiato an old friend in an odd corner of
the world like this?" I asked I don't remember the exact
Words he used .in answer to this but' substantially they
were these: "Whaf would we do with an Englishman
here? They're bad enough at home. Dp you want to sp«^l
our holiday?" His words set me to meditating In Paris,
I recalled, I had never been been to meet an American.
But that was because I considered Paris my home and at

